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Alexey Bulgakov 
 
SPEED OPTIMIZATION OF BUILDING ROBOTS  
 
Abstract: The paper presents the method of planning trajectories for building robots’ 
motions according to the given points of support on the basis of the two-level 
interpolation. This method features the calculation of speeds in the intermediate points of 
the trajectory with due account of limitations for controlling moments. The combination 
of analytical and searching methods of calculation makes it possible to obtain a solution 
during the interval of control. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Building robots control requires solving the task of the movement trajectory planning. At the 
same time for the purpose of increasing operating speed and control stability the trajectory 
formation must be carried out with account of a variable speed setting and the possibility of its 
further optimization. Besides, the algorithms being planned should have the volume of 
calculations, which provides acceptance of controlling information for the degrees of movement 
during the control interval. 
This makes it problematic to use conventional methods of planning based on application of 
approximating splines of power functions of the third and higher orders with their subsequent 
optimization by classical methods. To solve the stated problem we suggest to use a two-level 
interpolation as a basis for the movement planning algorithm, this enables to reduce the zone of 
speeds search with due account of limitations and to increase calculation speeds essentially. 
 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL TRAJECTORY 
 
Let us consider the ways of obtaining a trajectory of a building robot’s manipulator movement as 
more complex control tasks can be reduced to solution of this problem. The main point of the 
suggested method of planning is that on the first level of interpolation we define ( )tS j  function 
describing a temporary law of a path change and on the second level a cubic splines 
approximation of generalized coordinates in the function of displacement is performed. With 
help of the obtained law of motion we can perform optimization of the first level parameters for 
constructing temporal splines taking into consideration limitations for generalized forces. To 
simplify optimization we require that approximating functions have no beating and limitations 
for controlling forces are reduced to limitation of accelerations in the supporting points as the 
forces in robots’ drives don’t essentially depend on speed. 
 Now we’ll consider a mathematical description of the suggested method of planning. To avoid 
acceleration vibrations between supporting points we assume the dependency of speed on the 
distance having been passed in the j-th interval of the ( )sV j  path as a linear function:  
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where maxV  – maximal movement speed; maxVVp jj =  – dfs; jS  – the path between supporting 
points in the j-th interval; m – number of approximating intervals. 
  
Having integrated (1) with respect to the displacement we determine the average speed of the 
manipulator movement. 
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Then the time of the end-effector displacement in the j-th interval will be  
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Time law of the path change in the interval of ( )tS j  can be defined by integrating (1) with 
respect to time. In order to change over to time dependence we assume that the average speed in 
the interval is constant and equal to the average speed ( )jj SV  at the end of the interval, then ( )jj SVs ⋅τ= , where τ  is an integration variable. In this case the path change with respect to 
time will be obtained in the following form 
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                                               ( )jTt ,0∈ . 
Having differentiated (4) we can find the law of speed change with respect to time  
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The obtained law of path change satisfies the requirement of beatings absence. 
Using dependencies (4) and (5) let us go on to discussion of interpolation of the second level. 
We’ll get the law of generalized coordinates change in the path function of ( ) ( )sjq , ( )tSs j=  
assuming that the movement trajectory is given by a set of generalized coordinates in supporting 
points of  ( ){ }
i
i
jj Q=Q , ni ,1= , mj ,0= ,  where n is a number of generalized coordinates. To 
provide continuity of the manipulator position and speed in the supporting points we choose a 
cubic polynomial as an approximating function: 
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where ( )jka  are the vectors [ ]n×1  of the polynomial coefficients defined on the basis of boundary 
conditions:  in terms of position  
     ( ) ( ) 10 −= jj Qq , ( ) ( ) jjj S Qq = , 
and in terms of speed: 
  ( ) ( )10 5,0/ −= −= jjsj dsd QQq , mj ,2= , 
 ( )jjSsj jdsd QQq −= += 15,0/ , 1,1 −= mj , 
   ( ) jjjj S/5,0 1−−= QQQ . 
For boundary conditions with respect to derivatives we use generalized speeds averaged 
estimation of the path having been passed in the current and the near by intervals. Such boundary 
conditions promote the smoother kind of a spline. As a result we obtain an expression for 
determining interpolation coefficients  
   ( ) ( )( )( ) 2113 /2 jjjjjj SsSy aQQa −−−⋅= − , 
  ( ) ( )( ) jjjj SSy /3 232 aa −= , 
where ( ) ( )jjjj Sy 111 / aQQ −−= ++ . 
  
Splines calculation in the first and last interpolation sections, if the speeds in the initial and final 
trajectory points are not given, are carried out without averaging the derivative with respect to 
movement: 
             ( ) 10
1 / Qq ==sdsd , ( ) mSsm jdsd Qq ==/ . 
The derived law of interpolation (4), (6) makes it possible to amount the problem of optimization 
to calculation of relative speeds jp  in supporting points 1,1 −= mj  with account of imposed 
restrictions on the generalized forces: 
             ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2lim1lim MMM ≤≤ tj ,                                                                     (7) 
            mj ,1= , [ ]jTt ,0∈ , 
where ( )jM  is a vector of generalized forces [ ]lim1 n× ;  limn  is number of coordinates having 
restrictions. 
 
3. CALCULATION OF SPEEDS IN VIEW OF CONTROL RESTRICTIONS 
 
During the trajectory optimization in the manipulator dynamics equation the gravitational forces 
can be omitted. Their values are used when generating restrictions in the supporting points. 
Taking into account that building robots’ speeds are rather low then centrifugal and Coriolis 
forces can be neglected. As a result, the manipulator dynamics equation has the following form   
                      ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )ttDt jjj qqM &&⋅= ,             (8)  
where ( )⋅D  is a submatrix [ ]nn ×lim  of the dynamics matrix. 
The trajectory optimization task will be solved for jp  speeds on the basis of the equations (4) 
and (6) and with a view of imposed constraints (7). As a functional of the motion law 
optimization we use total time of the trajectory passing. The functional can be written on the 
basis of the equation (3) in the form of  
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The resulting functional doesn’t contain extremums for all ( )∞∈ ,0jp , 1,1 −= mj . 
Consequently, the functional limiting values are on the plane determined by inequalities (7). In 
order to simplify the process of optimization we assume that the limiting values of forces in each 
of the splines  appear on its bounds in the trajectory supporting points: 
                      0max =t , jTt =min              (10) 
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This assumption is true as equation (4) has constant second derivative and the splines (6) 
calculation was carried on with regard to their smoothing. In this case the area of the extremum 
search is reduced to the vertices of the boundary surface, each of them being characterized by 
1−m  equations of the form  
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Exhaustive search of all boundary surface points is performed by the method of parameters 
variation which characterize the points where the generalized coordinates have limiting values 
along the trajectory  
              lim,1 ni = , 1,1 −= mj , jT,0=τ , 2,1=v ,           (12)  
  
where i, j are the numbers of the generalized coordinate and the spline; ν  is an index of the 
upper and the lower limits. The system of equations (11) solution should satisfy limitations on 
the spline bounds  
                         ( ) ( )( ) ( )2lim1lim 0 MMM ≤≤ j ,            (13) 
                  ( ) ( )( ) ( )2lim1lim MMM ≤≤ jj T , mj ,1=  
If in the process of optimization several solutions are found, then we choose the one providing 
minimum for the functional (9). 
In order to carry out the task of bounding surfaces intersection points search we re-arrange the 
equation (8) into the form  
                  0=τ , ( ) ( ) ( )vjjjj pp lim2 12,121,1 Mηη =+ + ,                                      (15) 
                  jT=τ , ( ) ( ) ( )vjjjj pp lim2 12,221,2 Mηη =+ + , 
                  ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) 2max211,1 0 VD jjjtrtrj ⋅−= ιιqη ,  
                  ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 2max22,1 0 VD jjtrtrj ⋅⋅= ιqη , 
                  ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 2max31,2 VTD jjjtrtrj ιqη ⋅= , 
                  ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) 2max342,2 VTD jjjjtrtrj ⋅−= ιιqη , 
                   ( ) ( )jj 21 2aι = , ( ) ( ) jjj S/5,0 12 aι = , 
                   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )jjjjj S 2233 5,1 ιaaι −−−= ,  
                   ( ) ( ) ( )jjjj S 134 6 ιaι += . 
The form of the resultant equations allows us to reduce the problem to solution of the system of 
linear equations for square values of speeds { }
jjsq
p2=p : γp =⋅Η sq , where Η  is a matrix 
( ) ( )[ ]11 −×− mm  of coefficients ( )ji kr ,,η , 2,1=r , 2,1=k ; r is an index of the spline boundary; γ  is 
a vector of limitary forces ( )viM ,lim . 
With the purpose of providing inequality with zero of the determinant Η  it is essential that the 
matrix main diagonal doesn’t contain any zero values. To achieve this we assign each matrix line 
to the corresponding its index a j-th supporting point, and instead of the spline number variation 
1,1 −= mj  we perform an exhaustive search of the left and right splines. Therefore, an 
expression for non-zero elements of the j-th line of Η  matrix and γ  vector will take the 
following form  
                        ( ) ( )ji krkjj ,,3, η=Η υ++− , 2,1=k ,           (15) 
                        ( ) ( )ν=γ , limisplj M , 
where 2,1=υ  is a variate parameter indicating the left or right spline to the j-th supporting 
point. 
Complete exhaustive search of possible combinations of bounding surfaces along M matrix lines 
can be achieved by varing parameters ji , jυ , jr , jν , for all 1,1 −= mj . As a result of 
exhaustive search relative speeds are determined which provide minimum time taking into 
account the chosen way of trajectory planning. 
Correctness of assumptions concerning the absence of spline beatings can be substantiated by 
calculating the roots of the equation ( ) ( ) 0, =rji tq&&&  and checking their absence in the interval of ( )jT,0 .  
If only one root lies in the range of ( )jr Tt ,0∈ , then the value of the generalized force ( ) ( )ri tM  
should be checked. If it doesn’t satisfy the condition (7), then one more supporting point is 
formed which is incorporated in exhaustive search during the next speeds optimization. 
  
4. CONCLUSION 
The presented method of movements planning for building robots makes it possible to form 
control actions for the manipulator drives in real time subject to limitations of forces. This allows 
to perform re-planning of the trajectory taking into account external loads and accumulated 
positioning error. The number of supporting points for the trajectory being planned is chosen 
depending on the trajectory length and form and the individual control strategy for different 
technological operations. The investigations have shown that the assumption of absence of forces 
beating proves to be correct in case when the movement trajectory has no sharp space bendings, 
and increased number of supporting points decreases smoothness of generalized forces function. 
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